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In the last two years, IAB rebuilt its ad portfolio to give 
advertisers potent creative canvases—with two-thirds 
being new, multiscreen, and richly interactive.

BuIlT for CreATIvITy AT SCAle

the new portfolio supports three platforms

Display

MaxiMuM iMpact on the 
desktop and beyond

BillBoard

large billboard running the full width  
of the page with full ability to close

filmstrip

A 300x3000 canvas viewable through 
a 300x600 window

portrait

300x1050 canvas format with state-of-
the-art plug and play functionality

pushdown

Page-wide leader that expands down  
to a large, broadly functional canvas

sidekick

expandable format that pushes page 
content leftward, revealing a large, 

functional canvas

slider

overlay on the bottom of a page 
prompting users to slide the page over, 

unveiling a full-branded experience

Video

integrate seaMlessly into 
video wherever it is played

full screen

Invites viewers to interact and then 
fills the player with a full canvas of 

interaction possibilities

ad control Bar

Sitting above the player controls, an 
elegant interface allows viewers to 

engage in multiple ways

time sync

rich ad content overlaid on video, 
changing in sync with video ad content

extender

Allows viewers to choose to continue 
viewing ad content

filmstrip

Scrollable, multipanel, horizontal 
creative canvas
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Mobile
&

tablet

greater creative 
opportunities on More 

dynaMic screens

full-page flex

full-screen experience that 
accommodates both portrait and 

landscape orientation

adhesion Banner

Banner that “adheres” to its start  
position when device is rotated or 

when content is manipulated

slider

overlay prompting users to slide  
the entire page over, unveiling a  

full-screen experience

filmstrip

Scrollable, multipanel, horizontal or 
vertical creative canvas

GoNe Are The dAyS of SmAll, NoN-INTerACTIve BANNerS CoNfINed To The mArGINS of ComPuTerS. 
Now, rIChly INTerACTIve, moBIle, vIdeo, ANd deSkToP formATS Are AvAIlABle AT SCAle.

Enabling the world’s top brands and agencies to deliver 
dynamic, personalized advertising across all screens.

Sponsored byfor more information, including the Universal 
ad package, visit iab.net/adunitportfolio

pull

A bottom or top banner that pulls to 
a full-screen experience


